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The FWF in brief

 Independent, publically financed, academia governed funding
agency for basic research similar to DFG, SNF, NWO, VR or AKA

 Covering all disciplines incl. Arts and Humanities

 Pure bottom-up funding with no budgetary earmarking for
disciplines

 Only reviewers from abroad
- More than 5.000 reviews per year
- Reviewer origin: 35% USA/CAN, 35% EU, 17% GER/CH, 13% Rest

 Budget of € 200 Mio (~ 750 grants) in 2012

 No funding of infrastructure, only direct project costs
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Open Access activities in a nutshell (I)

2001  Covering APCs up to three years after conclusion of the project
with additional funds

2003  Signing the Berlin Declaration

2004  Launching OA Policy incl. Green and Gold, mandate since 2006

2008 – now  strong engagement for a common European OA policy
via Science Europe (see also C. Kratky NATURE 29/8/2013)

2010  Joining Europe PubMedCentral, now 4000 papers are OA
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Open Access activities in a nutshell (II)

2011 Starting one of the first OA book programme, incl. the
FWF E-Book Library, ~ 200 books are now OA + ~ 60 p.a.

2012  OA testimonials from over 40 top researchers from Austria

2012  Foundation of the Open Access Network Austria (OANA),
members from 45 organizations

2012  Initial funding programme for OA journals from the Humanities
and Social Sciences, 5-8 will be funded

2013  Financial support of: SCOAP³, OA Days, OAPEN, DOAJ,
OA Monograph Conference London, Wellcome Trust study on
APCs, arXiv in 2014 ?
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Current OA Policy - Three Options …

Green  Archiving the final “accepted manuscript” in any sustainable
subject or institutional repository with a maximum embargo of 12
months

Gold  Direct publication in an Open Access medium by applying CC-
BY license, APCs are covered

Hybrid  If offered by publishers and if explicitly chosen by FWF
funded authors, payment for Open Access for single articles in
subscription journals can also be covered (CC-BY)
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Publication Costs 2012
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Type No Ø Cost per
unit Costs

Classical Publications Costs for Journals 105 € 970 € 100.000

Classical Publications Costs for Books 53 € 10.000 € 500.000

OA for Books 53 € 4.000 € 210.000

APCs for OA Journals 300 € 1.100 € 330.000

APCs for Hybrid Journals ~ 650 € 2.000 € 1.300.000

Total ~1.100 € 2.400.000

OA Cost ~1.000 € 1.800.000



Why does the FWF pay for Hybrid?

 In 2010, the FWF joined Europe PubMedCentral  but several big
publishers did not allow self-archiving in subject repositories …

 Many researchers were and are confused, they often simply don’t know
how, where and when to self-archive their papers nor which version

 Many researchers prefer to archive the version of record

 Introducing a system of direct reimbursement with publishers, allows
the FWF more control over the outcome and data of funded projects,
and it reduces the administrative burden on researchers.
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However, the problem of “double dipping” remains. Therefore, the FWF
made it clear from the very beginning that publishers with a direct
reimbursement agreement, after a transition period, have to offer

transparent models of avoiding “double dipping”.



The global approach to avoid „double dipping“

 Some publishers claim that double dipping is avoided by reducing
subscription prices globally depending on the share of hybrid articles per
journal.

 We don't think that is a proper approach because (bundle) prices by
publishers are not transparent. Hence, nobody can check the claim.
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Mike Taylor : “… while most publishers offering hybrid promise a ‘no double
dipping’ policy, it's plainly impossible for anyone to verify whether this is true
- and probably impossible for the publishers themselves to know. When the
subscription costs paid by any given library are closely guarded secrets,
and when in any case virtually every journal subscription is part of a Big
Deal, is it even meaningful to talk about how much the price of any given
journal is reduced to account for APCs paid? I don't think so. The only way
to move forward with hybrid is by taking the legacy publishers' word on the
financials … “



The regional approach to avoid „double dipping“

The position paper by Science Europe states …

“… the hybrid model, as currently defined and implemented by
publishers, is not a working and viable pathway to Open Access. Any
model for transition to Open Access supported by Science Europe
Member Organisations must prevent ‘double dipping’ and increase cost
transparency …”

But it also says …

“ We expect publishers to apply institutional-, regional-, or country-based
reductions in journal subscriptions, in line with increases in author- or
institution-pays contributions.”
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The „Austrian Experiment“ (I)

a) The FWF systematically pays Hybrid OA for all papers funded by the
FWF by a direct reimbursement to the publisher.

b) The amount paid by the FWF for Hybrid to a certain publisher is
reduced from the subscriptions of the Austrian library consortium in
the following year by this publisher.

c) The saved amount for the Austrian library consortium is used for
publication funds for Gold APCs.

 Most big publishers as Elsevier, Wiley and Taylor&Francis have
rejected our proposal.

 As a consequence, the FWF ceased the existing agreements on
direct reimbursement with Elsevier and Wiley.

 But some well established society publishers are very interested in
the approach, negotiations are still ongoing.
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The „Austrian Experiment“ (II)

 The model is transparent because every party knows the service
and the price.

 Publishers, funders and libraries can transparently prove that double
dipping is avoided.

 Libraries get the financial space to establish funds for Gold OA.

 Publishers can incrementally adopt their business models towards
APCs.

 But the model will only work in the long-run if other publishers,
funders and library consortia going to follow.

We must take firmer steps to push for full OA …
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Steps towards Open Access

1. Setting clear and uniform rules for a common OA policy among
funding bodies (e.g. embargos, versions, repositories)

2. Definition of the services APCs have to cover (e.g. CC)

3. Finding mechanisms of cost sharing of APCs among funding bodies

4. Including publication costs in the research budgets so that
researchers become more sensible for the price-service-relation.

5. Launching funding models which support the transition of high-level
subscription journals to full OA

6. Initial funding for new non-commercial academic publication models

7. Acting and funding together via the international umbrella
organizations like Science Europe, EU, ERA-Net, EUA or Global
Research Council
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VISION OF A PLURAL ECONOMY IN AN OA WORLD
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Thank you for your attention !
FWFOpenAccess - FWF Open Access on Twitter
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